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The idea of this guide was born during Erasmus+ 
project for youth workers and educators which brought 
together organizations and institutions interested in the 
professionalization of their work with young people and 
diversifying its methods of outdoor education. This guide 
is a result of intensive work of 18 participants of training 
course „Experiential education for social inclusion”, held 
from February 26 - March 3, 2017 in the Bialka Tatrzanska, 
Poland. During the training, participants were developing 
and deepening their knowledge in order to support young 
people with fewer opportunities in the development of 
leadership skills and communication skills, as well as group 
work, further expanding comfort zone, learning pro-active 
and pro-health attitudes in the community and renewing 
contact with nature. 

The aim of the training was to increase the use of active 
methods (education through experience) to work with the 
group, especially activities that require physical exertion, 
taking in the fresh air. Education through experience is 
based on the development of creativity, ingenuity, sense 
of initiative and uses ecological and innovative ways of 
working in a group.

ABOUT 
OUR PROJECT

Bruno Cipriano
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ABOUT 
THIS GUIDE

Youth workers from Polish, Portugal, Italy, Greece, Estonia, Germany and Slovakia, 
on the basis of their experience and knowledge, prepared, tried and now share with 
you scenarios, ideas and descriptions of exercises that you can use in your youth 
work.  

We believe, that in this guide you will find a lot of inspiration and ideas. We have 
created a structure that supposed to make it easier. In the first part you will find 
scenarios with goals, context and general description of the content. In the second 
part we have prepared for you detailed descriptions of some exercises. In the third 
part you will find games that we played during our course and which may inspired 
for you. 

All materials were written by youth leaders, trainers and youth workers from eight 
countries, so you will find various ways and styles of description in the guide. 
We did it on purpose, to show how different approaches and training styles could 
be used in a context of social inclusion through experiential education. 

The activity part is based on templates. These templates include different aspects 
that we consider important to describe. All included information in these templates 
is only a guideline and it is up to the person who is conducting the activities to 
decide to follow the recommendations as they are written in this guide or to adapt 
to their circumstances. Even we, as authors of the book, recommend adapting the 
games to your own reality and your working group. 

I would love to thank all authors of included materials and Igor Lisin, Marysia 
Kuczyńska and Khrystyna Moldavchuk for helping to create this guide. 

We would love to have your feedback! Please share with us all comments and 
impressions. Have you used one of our scenario? Have you tried described 
exercise? Let us know!

Good luck in your youth work!

Aga Leśny
pracownia@naukaprzygoda.edu.pl
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WORKSHOP 
SCENARIOS

Before you start…

REMEMBER 
ABOUT SAFETY
It is important to specify that any activity have to be done with safety as the 
first element into consideration. No game should be played without assuring the 
safety of the participants in any case, so any material, playground or behavior that 
threatens this principle must be removed from the game plan in advance and with 
no exception.

GOALS ARE 
ALSO IMPORTANT
The activity in this guide have their own purposes, but this could be compatible 
with other learning points that you might include in your program. Games are 
a wonderful opportunity to transmit concepts and generate learning points in 
a non-formal and active way. The participants make a connection between the 
activity they are doing and the concepts or information it is related to, making 
it easier to memorize and, if the connection is good enough, to understand and 
develop. We created a program in context of social inclusion.

We want to make it possible for any group to enjoy the activities included in this 
book, so we encourage the game leaders to use their creativity to adapt any of 
the games to each group’s needs. If you have learning points, include them in the 
games, set some of the information and concepts you want to transmit within the 
games, spread those concepts in pieces of paper and include to pick as much of 
them as they can in the rules of the game. Also, change the names of the games to 
adapt them to your goals, make them more cooperative holding hands or blindfold 
half of the participants and set the other half as guides or mix different age groups 
and play piggy back riding. Any idea, as long as it is safe, can be an opportunity to 
create a great experience for the participants so getting off from the pages of this 
guide is our challenge for you. 
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EXPERIENTIAL EDUCATION 
FOR SOCIAL INCLUSION WITH YOUNGTERS 
FROM SOCIALLY  DEPRIVED NEIGHBORHOOD
Ismael Roman Moreno

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
This is a workshop proposal for youngters with fewer oportunities to developt their 
abilities and most of them drop of school when they are 14-15 years old.

GOALS FOR 
A WHOLE WORKSHOP
Team building / common language / active listening / outdoor strategies / gender 
equality and develop skills (communication and resolving conflict).

COURSE OF THE WORKSHOP
Workshop squema:

1. Introduction: (12min)
• Presentation and introduction of all youngters 

(names, age, what they do and what they like).
• Explain what is Experiential Outdoor Education and which 

are the values they can get though EE.
2. Energizers: (18 min)

• Finger up and Galup 
3. Presentation of the workshop’s purpose (6 min)
4. Key activities: (172 min)

• Magic square
• Lost sheep
• Blind Triangle

5. Reviewing: (8 min)
• rope as a scale*
• toy box* 

6. Feeback: (7 min) 
In a piece of paper the wrote a evaluation about workshop, trainer and content. 
Then we took a team photo and we gave a common hug.

02
EXPERIENCE ART
Daria Babchenko, Andrei Dumitrescu, Peter Mitchell

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The workshop is designed to demonstrate the concept of experiential education and 
how this can be use for personal development and for increasing group cohesion.  Using 
different methods, starting with an iceberaker, continuing with a group forming activity 
and finishing with a creativity workshop designed to increase awareness on individual 
character, the workshop will focus on reaching different thinking patterns and directing 
them towards a common idea of diversity and equality.

GOALS FOR 
A WHOLE WORKSHOP
The goal of this workshop is to use outdoor and art elements as non-formal learning 
tools for: teambuilding / developing communication skills / insreasing awareness 
cultural and personal differences / inclusion and equality / getting participants to talk 
about their emotions and feelings.

COURSE OF THE WORKSHOP 

1. Icebreaker “Big Fat Pony “ 

2. Teambuilding blindfolding game “Square”

3. Break

4. Artworkshop “Funny shapes”

5. Break

6. Debriefing

22
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03
ASTERIX & OBELIX GYMKHANA
Berta San Martín Moreno

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
This activity will be a thematic gymkhana based on the comics and characters of Asterix 
and Obelix, the Gallic village who resisted the Roman invasion. The participants (ages 5 to 
15) will be split into seven mixed-age groups (Asterixes, Obelixes, druids, Roman emperors, 
Roman gladiators, Egyptians and Greeks). Each of them will be led by a facilitator, who will 
guide the participants through the first part of the workshop (creating some costumes and 
a poster for the group). 
After this preparation, each facilitator will be in a specific area of the camp providing 
a different activity based on the theme of the gymkhana (sometimes it will be done in 
couples. For example, the Greek goddess will be organising “The wall”, an activity where 
children and teenagers will have to pass one by one over a rope held between two trees 
without touching it; meanwhile, the Druid will be asking another group to prepare “the 
magic potion” that will give them strength, etc.). The oldest participants of each group 
will be responsible of guiding the rest of their own group through the different activities 
(following the facilitators’ instructions) and looking after the youngest ones. The aim 
of the gymkhana is completing all the activities understanding that every participant 
is needed.

GOALS FOR 
A WHOLE WORKSHOP
We created this workshop for a one-day school trip, with participants from a wide range 
of ages. We tried to design it so everyone could have fun and feel included, as part of the 
group, no matter the age, the sex or the physical condition. That is why the facilitators 
encourage the participants from the beginning of the gymkhana to become a strong team 
and help each other to overcome the barriers and obstacles presented during the games. 
Moreover, we introduced some extra difficulties in a few games such as covering the eyes 
of some of the participants to help them work harder on the inclusion issue.

COURSE OF THE WORKSHOP 

1. Participants arrival to the camp 
(introduction games, getting to know each other’s names, energisers…).

2. Introducing the “Asterix and Obelix gymkhana” 
(dressed up facilitators introduce the gymkhana with a short story 
and split the participants into seven groups). 
(15  min)

3. Costumes and posters 
(every group is given recycled materials such as cardboard, colour pencils 
and plastic bags to create their own costumes and group poster). 
(45 min)

4. Groups’ introduction 
(every group goes to the stage with their facilitator and speaks a little about 
the characters they represent and which are their strengths as a team). 
(15 min)

5. First three activities 
(each group starts an activity with their own facilitator – gladiators with the 
gladiator lady, druids with the druid, etc. – and once they have finished it they 
move to the next one). Each activity is designed to last around. 
(25 min) 

6. Lunch 
(75 min)

7. Two more activities 
(each group starts with a new activity their last facilitator told them). 
(60 min)

8. Snack 
(15 min)

9. Last two activities 
(each group starts with a new activity their last facilitator told them). 
(60 min)

10. Getting all together and debriefing 
(we sit in groups in front of the stage and congratulate everyone for their 
motivation; then each facilitator debriefs with his/her own group using the 
“magic wand” technique). 
(30 min)

11. Farewell
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04
YOUTH IN INTEGRATION
Silvi Laidro, Klaire Leigri

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
Main target group for this workshop is russian speaking and estonian speaking young 
peolple at age 11-16. During this project they have 2 meetings: one on the island 
Hiiumaa, other in the east part of Estonia, both 4 days long. During this project all 
participants are included in activities, which  deal with different aspects of integration.

GOALS FOR 
A WHOLE WORKSHOP

1. Find common interests.
2. Create trustful enviroment for communication and social inclusion. 
3. Increase differences and biases between young peolple  from unknown cultural 

background.
4. Create opportunities for common social life and futher friendship. 
5. Through project activities and outcomes implement local sociaty positively 

for long term.

COURSE OF THE WORKSHOP 

9.00     Breakfast
9.30     Welcoming: introducing ourselves, 
             plans for the day
9.45     Trip to the harbour
10.00   Safety course and risk assesment
10.15   Boat trip to the islet
10.45   Arriving to the islet, 
             set up our camp
11.00   Icebreaker „Walkie-Talkie”
11.15   Main activity 1 
             „Pantomime adventure”
12.15   Lunch 

13.00   Energizer „Tutty-Frutty”
13.20   Main activity 2 
             „Per aspera ad astra”
14.20   Debriefing
14.50   Closure
15.00   Free time activities
18.00   Dinner
19.00   Campfire and fun activities
21.00   Pancakes
22.00   Night swimming
23.00   Treasure hunt
00.00   Observatory

05
LET’S GO OUT TOGETHER
Anastasia Rodopoulou, Ioanna Mirto Chatzigeorgiou

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
This workshop was designed for 25 participants, 15 -17 years old and classmates.

GOALS FOR 
A WHOLE WORKSHOP
The first educational goal for the students of the workshop was to learn the importance 
of communication and cooperation inside a group of people. The second goal was to 
understand the tools and skills needed for teamwork, focusing on communication, 
self-expression and active listening.The final goal was to activate students and take 
them out of the classroom.

COURSE OF THE WORKSHOP 

10.00 - 10.05   Introduction
10.05 - 10.10   Biggest fan energizer
10.10 - 10.40   Team Juggling 
10.40 - 10.50   Debriefing
10.50 - 11.20   Minesweeper 
11.20 - 11.30   Debriefing
11.30 - 11.40   Break
11.40 - 11.50   Amoeba Race
11.50 - 12.20   Electric Jail 
12.20 - 12.30   Debriefing 
12.30 - 12.40   Car wash
12.40 - 13.00   Overall debriefing and discussion
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06
CO-OPERATION IN THE CLASS TEAM
Marcin Poncyliusz

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
This workshop was designed for students from primary school (10-11 years old) with 
integration units. On this issue, there is a higher percentage of students who are less 
well-functioning and emotionally involved. The school is in the field, with a greater 
percentage of dysfunctional phenomena.

GOALS FOR 
A WHOLE WORKSHOP

1. Make contact with people who usually do not work with each other Knowing 
people who are off the beaten track or belonging to different „subgroups”.

2. Make yourself aware of how important it is to listen attentively to others.
3. Make yourself aware of the strengths people have in our classroom.
4. Awareness of the mechanism of action of people in conflict – digging up, 

stereotypes in mutual perception.
5. Know the barriers to communication.
6. Know the factors that affect effective teamwork.
7. Know the factors that prevent conflict.
8. Common activity that gives them all the pleasure.

COURSE OF THE WORKSHOP 

1. Introduction (20 min) 
Introduce and talk about the workshop: let’s talk about what makes a team, 
a group, a class work well together, and what can interfere with the common 
action; We will practice communication that promotes a better working group. 
Sometimes you will be grouped yourself, and sometimes the selection will be 
random

2. Contract (10 min) 
We are hanging out a ready contract.

3. Sherlock Holmes (10 min) 
WHAT IS COOPERATION? (20 min)

4. What are you associating with – brainstorming.

5. Summary: What is co-operation and why is it important?

6. Completing the bingo card (10 min) 
Debierefing on the scale

7. Human knote  (20 min)

8. Hula-Hop activity (20 min)

9. Magic stick (20 min)

10. Lander for egg – in teams 4-5 personal (30 min)

11. Features of a good team member - in subgroups (10 min)

12. Exercise with numbers (10 min)

13. Draw what I see (20 min)

 15. Summary and evaluation – Pizza (15 min)
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07
CLASS-BUILDING
Daniele Bettini

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The workshop has been conducted targeting primary school teachers with the aim to 
help them in building their own class in a more holistic way by using experiential non 
formal education activities. Common to all the activities is the focus on communication.
During the three hours the participants will experience three groups of activities.

1. Activities to create Contact, not only among each other but also with the 
environment, focusing on the observation ability. 

2. Team bulding activity focused on communication.
3. Team games which will require the use of the aspects experiences previously 

(communication, collaboration skills) through the need of strategizing.

GOALS FOR 
A WHOLE WORKSHOP
1.  Getting out of the confort Zone and entering the Learning Zone.
2.  Providing tools to understand the gruop dynamics.
3.  Providing tools and activities easily replicable at school.
4.  Experience the Role-Inversion (teacher-student) since being in a learning role 
     results in a more aware teaching.

COURSE OF THE WORKSHOP 

1. Games of contact
• Energy Wave
• Stop and touch
• Flock
• Stick-Man

2. Team building
• Exceptional transport
• The elastic Ship

3. Team games
• Peg-me
• Pac-man
• Goal-field

08
VIDEOCLIPS
Polina Chelemendikova, Miroslav Tot

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
Creating  5-10 minutes long videoclips with various topics, devided in groups 
(idealy consisting of 6-7 people). Participants are responsible for creation of the whole 
videoclip, including all staff roles (camera person, director, editor, etc).

GOALS FOR 
A WHOLE WORKSHOP
To trigger creativity in a group of people, provide them opportunity to create something 
together. Also this workshop could be used for inclusion of some shy members of the 
group by giving them a role suitable for their personality. 

COURSE OF THE WORKSHOP 

Participants will meet in a room where instructors will present them a short video 
on screen. It could be an example of a music videoclip with a story or a short video shot 
by instructors before.
Then instructors will ask participants to create 5-10 minutes long videoclips with various 
topics devided in groups (idealy of 6-7 people). They will have 1,5  hours for preparation, 
and 1 hour for filming and 0,5 hours for review.
They are responsible for creation of the whole videoclip, including all staff roles (camera 
person, director, editor, etc). Topics can be for example: a short comedy, lovestory and 
horror video on certain common topic. Or continuation of a story shot by instructors. 
Or pretty much anything instructors would like to work with particular groups.
After preparation and filming there will be presentation of videos (possibility to arrange 
it as „Oscar´s ceremony, giving awards to each group for something else). After that 
there will be review – facilitated discussion about the process of movie making. 
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OUTDOOR EDUCATION 
AND SOCIAL INCLUSION
Teresa Mateus, Bruno Cipriano

GOALS FOR 
A WHOLE WORKSHOP
To implement activities focus on social inclusion / outdoor education / experiential 
education and self development / using non formal education methods in order give 
to the participants a great individual or group experience and also some tools that 
they can use after in their daily life / connected with communication / self-awareness 
/ self-development / group dynamic / team-building / improvisation / concentration / 
individual and group reflection. 

COURSE OF THE WORKSHOP 

1. Arrivals and welcome. (30 min)

2. Circle dynamic for Individual presentations.  (15 min)

3. Energizer + Magic Forest dynamic. (30 min)

4. Small walking in the park with a quote for reflection (to move to the 
Mystic Land where the rest of activities were developed). (15 min)

5. Individual reflection about a goal for 2017 to write it a post it a hang it 
up on a tree. (15 min)

6. Magic Oranges. (20 min)

7. Break. (20 min) 

8. Mystic Castle. (30 min)

9. Magic Centipede. (30 min)

10. Reflections, feedback and evaluations. (30 min)

DESCRIPTIONS 
OF EXERCISES

40 

42

41
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01
EXPERIENTIAL EDUCATION 
FOR SOCIAL INCLUSION WITH YOUNGTERS 
FROM SOCIALLY  DEPRIVED NEIGHBORHOOD
Ismael Roman Moreno

BLIND TRIANGLE

GOALS MATERIALS
team building Ropes, blindfolders

 
INSTRUCTIONS
All the youngters are holding the rope with their hands in circle. Then they have to be 
blind and do an equilateral triangle.

13

MAGIC SQUARE

GOALS MATERIALS
team building / common language / active listening, 
outdoor strategies / gender equality and develop skills 
(communication and resolving conflict).

Rope, two boxes, 
teddys (toys)

 
INSTRUCTIONS
We use the tope to do a square in te floor all the youngters are around it. They have to 
pass at lest fifteen teddys from one corner to opposite side. They only can touch once 
the teddy. They can not throw the teddy.

13

LOST SHEEPS

GOALS MATERIALS
team building/ common language/ active listening/ 
outdoor strategies/ gender equality and develop skills 
(communication and resolving conflict).

Ropes, blindfolders

 
INSTRUCTIONS
All the youngsters are blind. They are sheeps so they can not speak human language. 
One of them will be a shepherd. All the sheeps are spread around the space and they 
have to find each other and become a flock to the shelter. Shepherd will use commun 
language to comunicate with sheeps and they will keep in shelter.

13

SUGGESTION 
FOR DEBRIEFING
Reviewing: (8 min.)
Using the rope as a scale, one side means “like too much” and oppositve side means 
“do not like too much”, all youngters have to be positioned in one side according their 
feelings about the activities, strategies used, group active listening, difficulties has arisen 
and develop their skills. Those are positioned in “do not like too much” they can give 
others their reasons.  Materials: Rope.

From the toy box they have to catch a toy and then they have to return back to the 
box and leave the toy while they say things that they like and do not like during the 
workshop. I recorded a video. Materials: Boxes, toys and camera.

Feeback: (7 min.)
In a piece of paper the wrote a evaluation about workshop, trainer and content. 
Then we took a team photo and we gave a common hug.

COMMENTS
During the workshop I saw that they we so friendly between them even if they did 
not know eachother before. Faster they found a common language, specially one girl 
showed skills to leader the group. When all of then were talking she said: “Let’s put 
your hand in the center and we will pay attention to others when they are speaking”. 
She focused the energy of the group.

When I read the feedback they wrote that they did not like to be blind, was more 
difficult listening others. They like it the coordination, motivation and team building 
that provide self-confidence.

I am so happy the way they work as a common and unique group. They were 
so participative and they achieved the objetives as develop social skills through 
Experiential Education.
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FINGER UP

GOALS MATERIALS
energizer –

 
INSTRUCTIONS
The group are in circle, their right hand must be with the thumb up, left hand must be 
open. After we count three their right hand must remove faster before be captured by 
the team-mate isin his/her right and with their left  hand should capture right hand from 
team-mate is in his/her left. We did it five times.

GALUP

GOALS MATERIALS
team building / common language / active listening / 
outdoor strategies, gender equality and develop skills 
(communication and resolving conflict).

Blindfolders

 
INSTRUCTIONS
The group are in a circle, one of them have to jump in one leg and scare other. Then the 
scared young has follow the first one and they both have to jump in one leg and scare all 
youngs one by one. One they are scared they have to follow them. Four youngters were 
blind to do this activity. 

13

02

COLOURS AND SHAPES

GOALS MATERIALS
common language / active listening / outdoor 
strategies / gender equality and develop

Paper, hapes, markers, 
pencils, paint, brushes 

 
INSTRUCTIONS
All participants receive a paper  with a specific abstract shape on it. Participants 
should draw an object including this shape. This workshop consists from three parts: 
two exercises with prepared shapes and one shape they should make for each other. 
Participants should work with their imagination and find an idea . Also it is important 
to draw not  the first idea ,that come to their  mind. All  drawing techniques are allowed.

SUGGESTION 
FOR DEBRIEFING
For debriefing is good  to make  exhibition with all works from workshop. In the 
beginning participants should describe one of their works  And to use picture -cards 
„Dixit”.  Every participant chooses one card - picture that displays  their  perception 
about workshop and explain why they took this card  and to share their feelings and 
learning outcomes from workshop.

SAFETY NOTE 
OR RISK ASSESEMNET
The workshop includes the use of sharp objects (scissors) and potentially toxic material 
(paints).  Caution should be taken if delivering the workshop to children.

10-16

EXPERIENCE ART
Daria Babchenko, Andrei Dumitrescu, Peter Mitchell
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ASTERIX & OBELIX GYMKHANA
Berta San Martín Moreno

03

INTRODUCTION AND GROUP DIVISION

GOALS MATERIALS

The main goal of this workshop is inclusion, specially 
focusing on young participants from a wide range of 
ages. We tried to design it so everyone could have fun 
and feel included, as part of the group, no matter the 
age, the sex or the physical condition. Moreover, we 
introduced some extra difficulties in a few games such 
as covering the eyes of some of the participants to help 
them work harder on the inclusion issue. 

cardboard, rope, coloured 
poster boards, markers and 
crayons, plastic bin bags, 
make up, cotton and elastic 
bands, towels

 
MATERIALS
Cardboard (to make some menhirs – big conic stones – for the Obelixes and potion 
bottles for the Asterixes, as well as swords and brown skirts for the gladiators)
Rope (for the gladiators’ skirts)
Coloured poster boards (A4 and A1 sizes, big ones for group posters and small ones for 
costumes and decoration)
Markers and crayons
Plastic bin bags (better if you have different colours such as blue, white or yellow for the 
Egyptians and Greeks)
Make up (face painting crayons and similar stuff, like yellow ones to paint the 
moustaches for the Asterixes or black eyeliner to paint the eyes of the Egyptians)
Cotton and elastic bands (to make the druids’ beards we decided to paint their faces 
with white face crayon, but you can also make a proper beard with some cardboard, 
cotton, glue and elastic bands)
Towels (we decide to use them for the druids’ and Roman emperors’ capes, but you can 
use plastic bin bags as well)..

6-12

INSTRUCTIONS
This is a thematic gymkhana based on the comics of Asterix & Obelix, the Gallics 
who resisted the Roman invasion. It will take a whole day, so first we will receive the 
participants and play some energisers to get to know each other’s names (such as 
“speed dating”, or “names and animals” – everyone is standing in a big circle and by turn, 
each one says his/her name and an animal he/she likes and starts with the same initial, 
so like “My name is Maria and I like Monkeys”, and the next person repeats it before he/
she introduces him/herself). 

Next, the facilitators will quickly introduce themselves (I mean, their characters) in 
a funny way and explain the gymkhana. Right after they will split the participants into 
7 groups, mixing their ages and genders so we can have varied groups. They will be 
Asterixes, Obelixes, druids, Roman emperors, Roman gladiators, Egyptians and Greeks. 
Our suggestion to divide the people into groups is tell each person a number from 1 to 
7 and then ask “ones” to come together, “twos” to do the same, etc., but you can play 
a short game to make the groups too. Once you have the groups ready, they will go with 
one facilitator to start making the costumes and the poster depending on the character 
they have got assigned. After this preparation, every group goes to the stage with their 
facilitator and speaks a little about the characters they represent and which are their 
strengths as a team. 

To start with the activities, each facilitator will take his/her group to a specific area of 
the camp where they will have the materials ready for the game. The oldest participants 
of each group will be responsible of guiding the rest of their own group through the 
different activities (following the facilitators’ instructions) and looking after the youngest 
ones. The aim of the gymkhana is completing all the activities understanding that every 
participant is needed and helping people to feel included in the group while having fun 
together.

VARIANTS
You can choose very different topics for the gymkhana, such as the Olympic Games, 
Superheroes, Harry Potter, etc. Just have in mind the age and characteristics of your 
participants and try to adapt it as best as you can. Also, the duration of the games can 
be shorter, but make sure that you know well the space you are using and give time 
to the participants to go from one game to another, maybe go quickly to the toilet 
meanwhile, etc. It will be easier if the groups have to follow a circle shape to rotate to 
the next activity, so each game is situated not very far from the previous one and they 
can see it from where they are. 

***This gymkhana was planned to be done outdoors in a sunny day. If you can do it 
outdoors but the weather is not that hot, try to adapt the games to it: for example, 
use buckets full of stones instead of water for the Obelix’s game. 

*** We are expecting to have about 70-75 participants that we will split into seven 
groups, but you can organise this gymkhana for smaller groups (6 to 12 people per 
group, and 4 to 7 groups. We will recommend no more than 7 groups because of the 
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duration of the whole activity, and you need to have one facilitator per game, but it can 
be done with couples as well).

SAFETY NOTE 
OR RISK ASSESEMNET
This gymkhana involves some safety issues, especially regarding two activities: Asterix’s 
game and Roman emperor’s game.

COMMENTS
***The facilitators will have or create their own costumes before the workshop, so 
they will be already dressed up to receive the participants in the morning. They have 
to interpret their roles during the whole day, so prepare to say some charms if you are 
the druid, shout and “fight” if you are the gladiator, etc., in order to make it funny and 
credible.

***For both the games and the participants’ costumes you can adapt the materials as 
you like, just be creative and try to use recycled stuff!

6-12DRUID’S GAME

GOALS MATERIALS

The main goal of this workshop is inclusion, specially 
focusing on young participants from a wide range of 
ages. We tried to design it so everyone could have fun 
and feel included, as part of the group, no matter the 
age, the sex or the physical condition. Moreover, we 
introduced some extra difficulties in a few games such 
as covering the eyes of some of the participants to help 
them work harder on the inclusion issue.

bucket and stick 
(where the participants will 
put the “ingredients” for the 
magic potion)

 
INSTRUCTIONS
The Druid will ask the group to prepare “the magic potion” that will give them strength 
to continue with the activities. He/she will have a bucket where the participants will put 
the “ingredients” for the magic potion (tell them to look for things they can find around, 
such as leaves, stones, water, sand, paper, etc., and make it more funny asking them 
to put a shoe or something they wear or carry – just in case it is not getting wet or it 
doesn’t matter –). Stir the “potion” with the stick and say some magic charms together. 
Once they finish and leave to the next game, throw all the ingredients far away so the 
next group won’t find them that easy.

Berta San Martin Moreno
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6-12ASTERIX’S GAME

GOALS MATERIALS

The main goal of this workshop is inclusion, specially 
focusing on young participants from a wide range of 
ages. We tried to design it so everyone could have fun 
and feel included, as part of the group, no matter the 
age, the sex or the physical condition. Moreover, we 
introduced some extra difficulties in a few games such 
as covering the eyes of some of the participants to help 
them work harder on the inclusion issue. 

You need to have access to 
a climbing wall and climbing 
material (rope, harnesses of 
different sizes, carabiners, 
helmets). You will also need 
a small fluffy toy of a dog 
(white and black, if possible).

 
INSTRUCTIONS
Participants have to climb a wall to rescue Ideafix (Asterix’s dog, who has been put 
there before by the facilitators). Maybe some people are afraid of heights, so don’t 
oblige them to climb, just doing it with some participants that touch the dog is ok. Try to 
choose a short and simple itinerary that people from every age can climb. If you want to 
make it more interesting and participants are confident, they can cover their eyes with 
a scarf and be guided by the facilitator.

SAFETY NOTE 
OR RISK ASSESEMNET
In this game, the facilitators would have prepared the climbing rope before the 
participants’ arrival and they will wear their own harness and helmet while ensuring the 
participant who is climbing with the rope. We will use climbing materials that have to be 
revised before preparing the activity; we will use them only if they are in good condition 
(avoid old ropes, rusted carabiners, broken stuff, etc.). The facilitators in charge of these 
activities should have proper knowledge about climbing safety. Every participant should 
wear a harness and a helmet that fits him/her, not under or oversized. Also, they will be 
asked to wear trainers for the whole gymkhana (they can’t climb or cross lines with flip 
flops or sandals). For all games, in case of someone being afraid of heights, they are not 
obliged to do it.

6-12OBELX’S GAME

GOALS MATERIALS

The main goal of this workshop is inclusion, specially 
focusing on young participants from a wide range of 
ages. We tried to design it so everyone could have fun 
and feel included, as part of the group, no matter the 
age, the sex or the physical condition. Moreover, we 
introduced some extra difficulties in a few games such 
as covering the eyes of some of the participants to help 
them work harder on the inclusion issue. 

2 small buckets with water/ 
with stones, 2 big bins

INSTRUCTIONS
This character is famous for having drunk a lot of potion when he was a child and 
now has an incredible strength, so he can carry big stones called menhirs on his back. 
Participants will divide in 2 groups and will compete to fill up a big bucket or bin with 
water. This is a relay race, where each participant will carry a small bucket with water 
by turn and throw it into the big bin. The next participant can’t start until his mate has 
finished his turn. The first team that fills the bin up, wins. You can also do it with stones 
instead of water, especially if it’s not a hot, sunny day and they can’t get wet.

6-12ROMAN EMPEROR’S GAME

GOALS MATERIALS

The main goal of this workshop is inclusion, specially 
focusing on young participants from a wide range of 
ages. We tried to design it so everyone could have fun 
and feel included, as part of the group, no matter the 
age, the sex or the physical condition. Moreover, we 
introduced some extra difficulties in a few games such 
as covering the eyes of some of the participants to help 
them work harder on the inclusion issue. 

2 slacklines and a long rope, 
plus harnesses, helmets and 
carabiners. 
Maybe scarfs to cover some 
participants’ eyes.

INSTRUCTIONS
Romans liked building enormous bridges. In this game, the group will have to cross 
a bridge made with ropes between two trees (the facilitators would have prepared it in 
advance, fastening the slacklines one over another so the low one will be the support to 
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walk and the high one the safety line where putting the carabiners and the safety rope 
that hangs from the harness). The low line where the participants walk along won’t be 
higher than 50-60 cm from the ground, so they won’t be afraid and they won’t get hurt 
(they will also have the safety rope). We will also put a long rope between the two trees, 
in the middle of the two slacklines, so the participants can hold it with their hands in 
both sides to have more support. Once they cross, they go down to the ground helped 
by the facilitator and the next participant starts. Again, if someone is afraid of heights, 
they are not obliged to do it.

SAFETY NOTE 
OR RISK ASSESEMNET
We will use climbing materials that have to be revised before preparing the activity; 
we will use them only if they are in good condition (avoid old ropes, rusted carabiners, 
broken stuff, etc.). The facilitators in charge of these activities should have proper 
knowledge about climbing safety. Every participant should wear a harness and a helmet 
that fits him/her, not under or oversized. Also, they will be asked to wear trainers for the 
whole gymkhana (they can’t climb or cross lines with flip flops or sandals). For all games, 
in case of someone being afraid of heights, they are not obliged to do it. In this game, 
the facilitators would have prepared the bridge in advance, fastening the slacklines one 
over another so the low one will be the support to walk and the high one the safety line 
where putting the carabiners and the safety rope that hangs from the harness). The low 
line where the participants walk along won’t be higher than 50-60 cm from the ground, 
so they won’t be afraid and they won’t get hurt (they will also have the safety rope). We 
will also put a long rope between the two trees, in the middle of the two slacklines, so the 
participants can hold it with their hands in both sides to have more support. Once they 
cross, they go down to the ground helped by the facilitator and the next participant starts.

6-12GLADIATOR’S GAME

GOALS MATERIALS

The main goal of this workshop is inclusion, specially 
focusing on young participants from a wide range of 
ages. We tried to design it so everyone could have fun 
and feel included, as part of the group, no matter the 
age, the sex or the physical condition. Moreover, we 
introduced some extra difficulties in a few games such 
as covering the eyes of some of the participants to help 
them work harder on the inclusion issue. 

The proper gladiators can 
use their cardboard swords, 
the others can use sticks or 
just extend their arms as if 
they were holding a sword.

6-12THE GREEK GODESS’ GAME

GOALS MATERIALS

The main goal of this workshop is inclusion, specially 
focusing on young participants from a wide range of 
ages. We tried to design it so everyone could have fun 
and feel included, as part of the group, no matter the 
age, the sex or the physical condition. Moreover, we 
introduced some extra difficulties in a few games such 
as covering the eyes of some of the participants to help 
them work harder on the inclusion issue. 

a rope 
(the length will depend on 
which 2 trees you want 
to put it between, but a 3 
metres long rope should be 
enough)

INSTRUCTIONS
The Greek goddess will be organising “The wall”, an activity where children and 
teenagers will have to pass one by one over a rope held between two trees without 
touching it with their bodies. To calculate the height of the rope, think about your tallest 
and shortest participants, but it should be about 50-60 cm high. The participants should 
discuss a strategy before they start passing over the “wall”; maybe the tallest ones can 
pass by jumping and help others to cross to the other side, etc. Make sure they never 
touch the rope, or they will have to start again.

INSTRUCTIONS
If you know the game “rock, scissors, paper”, this would be the same idea but changing 
the words for “sword, shout, lion”, which are related to gladiators (the weapon they use, 
the way they shout angrily to scare their opponents and the beasts they fight in the 
Coliseum). The group is split in two teams that face each other with a 2-3 metres space 
between them, and the facilitator stands in the middle. Before each round, each team 
have to discuss secretly which movement they choose. Sword wins shout, shout wins 
lion and lion wins sword. The proper gladiators can use their cardboard swords, the 
others can use sticks or just extend their arms as if they were holding a sword. 
For the shout, they just shout as loud and angrily as they can, and for the lion they roar 
and show their “claws”. When they are ready, the facilitator shouts ‘3, 2, 1… Go!’ and 
both teams show their move at the same time. They can try as many times as they want, 
especially if they are in a tie. Encourage participants to interpret their role and have fun 
with it: shout loudly, roar as a real lion, etc.! 
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6-12EGYPTIANS’ GAME

GOALS MATERIALS

The main goal of this workshop is inclusion, specially 
focusing on young participants from a wide range of 
ages. We tried to design it so everyone could have fun 
and feel included, as part of the group, no matter the 
age, the sex or the physical condition. Moreover, we 
introduced some extra difficulties in a few games such 
as covering the eyes of some of the participants to help 
them work harder on the inclusion issue. 

paper sheets 
(better if recycled)

*a short stick (magic wand) 
for debriefing

INSTRUCTIONS
Egyptians had beautiful boats to navigate the Nile, but they had to be very careful not to 
fall into the water and be devoured by the crocodiles. In this game, the participants will 
be given a short number of paper sheets (the “boats” where they can step on) and will 
be asked to use them “to cross the Nile”, which means crossing from the starting point 
to another one about 4 metres far away. They have to discuss a strategy before starting 
the game; they won’t have enough “boats” for everyone, so they have to share them and 
help each other to maintain the equilibrium. They can move the “boats” wherever they 
want but they can’t step on the ground or they will be eaten by the crocodiles! If a paper 
sheet gets broken, the facilitator can replace it by a new one, but the participants are 
not allowed to break the papers into pieces to have more places to step on. They will 
finish once they reach the other border of the Nile.

6-12
DEBRIEFING OF THE WHOLE GAME

GOALS MATERIALS

The main goal of this workshop is inclusion, specially 
focusing on young participants from a wide range of 
ages. We tried to design it so everyone could have fun 
and feel included, as part of the group, no matter the 
age, the sex or the physical condition. Moreover, we 
introduced some extra difficulties in a few games such 
as covering the eyes of some of the participants to help 
them work harder on the inclusion issue. 

a short stick (magic wand) 
for debriefing

INSTRUCTIONS
Gather all the groups together and sit in groups in front of the stage; congratulate 
everyone for their motivation and participation if they did well in general. Then, each 
facilitator debriefs with his/her own group using the “magic wand” technique: each 
group will have a short stick that will be the “magic wand” that every person will have by 
turn to think of or invent a charm that will express something good they have enjoyed 
during the workshop. 

Berta San Martin Moreno
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05

BIGGEST FAN

GOALS MATERIALS

developing communication skills and resolving conflict Space to move. Materials 
are not required.

 
INSTRUCTIONS
Everyone walks around, meet a partner and play one round of “Rock, paper, scissors”. 
The loser becomes the winner’s biggest fan following them and cheering them on. The 
game continues with the winner being the next challenger playing “Rock, paper, scissors” 
with other winners and the cue of the fans behind them is growing. The play finishes 
with the last winner and a big cue of fans.

10-25

AMOEBA RACE

GOALS MATERIALS

energizing the group / distribute roles in the team and 
achieve a common goal

Space to move. Materials 
are not required.

 
INSTRUCTIONS
The facilitators, firstly, should explain how to create an amoeba. There are 3 parts:
1. A lot of protoplasm (people who gather closely together in a group).
2. A cell wall (people who surround the protoplasm, facing outward, linking elbows).
3.  A nucleus (someone who is seated on the shoulders of some of the protoplasm).

20-30

TEAM JUGGLING

GOALS MATERIALS

Finding a common strategy, achieving a common goal. Space to move. Materials 
are not required.

 
INSTRUCTIONS
Preparation: Firstly, the participants divide into couples and each couple has one ball. 
The goal is to throw it to each other without falling it as many times as they can. Then, 
they try the same with two balls. Afterwards, they unite with the closest couple to them 
and now they are asked to throw the balls to the closest person, first to their right side 
and then to their left. The goal is the same, not to drop the ball on the ground. 

Main activity: After some rounds playing in small groups, they are asked to make a big 
circle all together and try the same as before. We asked them to set a group goal of how 
many times continually they can throw the ball without dropping it in 5 minutes and try 
to achieve it.

VARIANTS
Different time or round goals.

SUGGESTION 
FOR DEBRIEFING
How much did you enjoy the activity? Do you feel satisfied from the strategy? What 
would you have changed? How satisfactory was the level of your involvement for you 
in the activity?

5-40

LET’S GO OUT TOGETHER
Anastasia Rodopoulou, Ioanna Mirto Chatzigeorgiou

Once the amoeba is formed, the facilitators encourage the participants to try a walk 
around. They can also ask them what sort of sound does a one-celled creature make and 
invite them to do it. Finally, the facilitators ask to try a little cell-division, and split into 
two groups, create a new nucleus and have an Amoeba Race. 

SUGGESTION 
FOR DEBRIEFING
How did you feel as protoplasm/wall/nucleus? How did you help your team?
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MINESWEEPER

GOALS MATERIALS

communicate effectively / create a common strategy / 
achieve a common goal

Rope or A4/A3 paper

 
INSTRUCTIONS
There is a big square consisting of same size squares inside, can be created with rope, 
paper or other material. The goal of the game is all of the participants to pass from the 
one side to the other. Only some of the squares are safe to step on as the other ones are 
mines. The facilitators have drawn a path which is only known to them. The participants 
can make only one step each time cross, down or diagonally. Each time someone steps 
on a mine loses the leg with which stepped on it and from that time and then they can 
walk only using the other leg. If the same person steps again on a mine then they can’t 
walk at all as they have lost both legs so the rest of the team has to carry them to the 
other side. After listening to the instructions the facilitators give, the participants have 
some time to think on their strategy before start playing.

VARIANTS
Add different penalties for when stepping on a bomb.

SUGGESTION 
FOR DEBRIEFING
Scaling questions and the same square as a scale, so the participants can positioned 
themselves either closer to the one side which was “a lot” or to the other side which was 
“not at all”.  Among the scaling questions, include some more open questions in order to 
understand why participants positioned themselves in those places.

Questions: How much did you enjoy the activity? Do you feel satisfied from the 
strategy? What would you have changed? How satisfactory was the level of your 
involvement for you in the activity? 

10-30 ELECTRIC JAIL

GOALS MATERIALS

Commnicate effectively / create a common strategy /
achieve a common goal

4 ropes 2-3 meters long 

 
INSTRUCTIONS
There’s a hypothetical jail constructed with tied ropes on the trees, creating square. The 
ropes are positioned at different heights, are “electric” and the participants can’t touch 
them. If they touch them and some have already escaped from the jail they have to get 
into it again and the play starts over. 

These are the instructions about the ropes:
• At least three people should escape from the highest rope which is about the 

height of their shoulders.
•  Maximum two couples should escape together from the lowest rope [which’s 

height is as tall as they can pass it through by raising their legs –jumping is not 
an option]

• There’s no limitation for the other two ropes which’s heights are similar and are 
a bit lower than the highest one. 

VARIANTS
Different rules for each side.

SUGGESTION 
FOR DEBRIEFING
1. Debrief this activity with discussion. 
2. The scaling method but that time by using the hands as a measure, asking quantitative 
questions and the scale was from putting their hands in the ground to raise them as 
much as they could, from “not much” to “extremely”.

Questions: How much did you enjoy the activity? How much did you think that you 
listen to each other during the activity? How much satisfied are you from your work 
as a team? How much involved did you feel during the activity? How possible is it to 
play this activity again?

SAFETY NOTE 
OR RISK ASSESEMNET
Shoud be spotter to provide safety measures, when group lift someone over rope. 
Participants should be careful with the people that they are taking over the rope.
.

10-30
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CAR WASH

GOALS MATERIALS

to thank each other / creating feeling like a team
Space to move. Materials 
are not required.

 
INSTRUCTIONS
People create two lines looking towards each other with a small distance between them. 
The first person from one line starts passing through the two lines and as they pass 
through, the others are touching them with encouraging mood. The person who walks 
through the lines goes to the other edge of the line.. 

SUGGESTION 
FOR DEBRIEFING
Oneword answer: How do you feel now?

COMMENTS
young participants can make fun of each other, than relaxing other, so probably it should 
be applied for older participant.

>10

OUTDOOR EDUCATION 
AND SOCIAL INCLUSION
Teresa Mateus, Bruno Cipriano

09

WALKING TO THE MYSTIC LAND!

GOALS MATERIALS

Walking with reflection based on a quote and thinking 
about a personal goal for 2017. 

quote, post its, clips 
and trees

 
INSTRUCTIONS
1st part - Participants make a 10 to 15m walk moving from one space to another.
Is better if the little walk demands some soft physical effort. Before starting to walk 
the facilitator gives a quote for reflection „Intelligence is the light house that guide us, 
but the inner-will is what make us walking” and invite participants to enjoy the nature 
around.
2nd part - After the walk participants seated in a circle in the grass and are asked to 
reflect on the goal for next year and write it in a post it and hang it on a branch of 
a three.

VARIANTS
Can be a longer walk with more quotes and reflection points.

SUGGESTION 
FOR DEBRIEFING
To talk about the walk, what did they saw, how they feel what they think about. 
If they found the special Goal for 2017.

SAFETY NOTE 
OR RISK ASSESEMNET
Be sure that participants keep the more safe track and dont go to other paths that can 
be more dangerous and with rocks and other forest environments.

25

Anastasia Rodopoulou, Ioanna Mirto Chatzigeorgiou
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COMMENTS
In this moment we made a small reflection to know how participants were feeling with 
the group of exercises already implemented.

MAGIC ORANGES

GOALS MATERIALS

Improve concentration, communication, group work, 
strategy, planning-action - reaction.

20 oranges 
(10 for each team)
2 buckets (1 for each team)

 
INSTRUCTIONS
The workshop group is divided in two teams with the same number of participants. 
Each team has 10 oranges and has to make a line (participants have to have one arm 
distance between them).  

The person that is the 1st of the line in one side has all the oranges and has to pass one 
by one to the others in order the last 2 participants of each line can basket the oranges 
the buckets, but with some rules:

The first orange the person has to pass to be to the 1st person that is next to her/him, 
and this second person has to pass this orange, to the second person right to her/his 
side. And this until the end of the line.

The second orange, goes to the second person on the line and him/she, has to pass this 
orange, to the second person right to her/his side. 

The rest of the group, when receives an orange has to “jump” the person right next to 
him/her and passes it to the second person that is next to her/his. 

In the end the last person that has the orange has to throw the orange to the basket. 
The team that will be able to put all the oranges in the basket wins. The orange must 
jump from hand to hand. If an orange fall returns to the beginning of the line.

5 minutes to develop a strategy + maximum 20 minutes to do the activity.

SUGGESTION 
FOR DEBRIEFING
Reflection on the strategy, the process, the group development.

20-25

MAGIC CENTIPEDE

GOALS MATERIALS
Improving communication, concentration, coordination, 
leadership, team building, tolerance and social inclusion 
awareness, believe in and trust others, active listening.

ribbons for everybody 
except for one person, 
1 Rope

 
INSTRUCTIONS

One person - only one who can speak in the game - receives a paper with the path 
with obstacles that the centipede (the rest of the group) has to follow. The centipede 
is blind and mute so the people that are in the centipede have to think of a way to 

20-25

Teresa Mateus, Bruno Cipriano
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MYSTIC CASTLE

GOALS MATERIALS

Improving communication, coordination, leadership, 
team building, tolerance and social inclusion awareness.

a big rope
4 trees that can make 
a square with the rope

 
INSTRUCTIONS
One square marked by the ropes and 4 trees creates a prison/castle. All the group is 
arrested inside and everybody has to pass above the ropes without touching them. If 
someone touches in the rope, everybody has to go inside again. 

Each side of the square has some rules:

1. Highest side - at least 3 people have to pass above it.

2. Lowest side - maximum 3 people have to pass above it.

20-25

communicate. The people that are in the centipede have a rope and everybody is 
grabbing it with the right hand and they can’t drop the rope at any circumstance.

The person that has the paper explains the path to the centipede standing at least 
5 meters away from the other participants that are moving. If someone in the centipede 
speaks - he/she gets a punishment, for example, “lose” one leg, an arm, for a while.

In the beginning we give the group 5 minutes to think of a way/code witch they want 
to use to communicate. (It needs to be an non-verbal code.)

VARIANTS
Can be more people in the centipede who can see, but don’t speak.

SUGGESTION 
FOR DEBRIEFING
To ask how they feel; What they felt during the exercise; For what they think this can 
be useful in their daily lives; If it’s a group of kids, maybe ask to draw how was the 
experience for them.

SAFETY NOTE 
OR RISK ASSESEMNET
Have 2 back up persons to support the group and be sure they follow a secure path. Test 
the path before. Check if there is some sharp objects, trees or moody tracks on the way.

3. Medium side - no restrictions on this side.

4. “the Other” side - n this side the rope is lower than in the medium side but here 2 
people have to pass it at the same time.

5. Nobody can jump to pass the rope so the group has to be united to help the person 
that is passing above the rope

5 minutes to find a strategy + 25 minutes to do the activity.

VARIANTS
Participans can have roles - some might be blind, deaf, etc.

SUGGESTION 
FOR DEBRIEFING
Participants can chose a colour to say how they feel after the activity.

Facilitator can ask what happened? If the group followed the strategy? If all participants 
felt included. And if there was a leader.

SAFETY NOTE 
OR RISK ASSESEMNET
Good floor and back up people to support participants that go over lines or get out 
of the square. Enforce the need fo good spotting. Play this game only if you had 
training in a saferty spotting! You need as many spotters as ropes or rule that there is 
no passing without spotters around. Be careful holding and lifting the people getting 
throught the rope.

COMMENTS
This is a variant of classic game called „Electric fence”. You can set number of 
participants and number of ropes depends on your goal and the level of a group. If you 
have a gropu with beginners - don`t ask to many people go over the hight rope. Vary the 
hight of the rope as to the skill or age level of the group with whom you are working.
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DESCRIPTIONS 
OF GAMES

EVOLUTION

GOALS MATERIALS

ice breaker
Space to move. Materials 
are not required.

 
INSTRUCTIONS
The participants walk around meeting people to play rock, paper, scissors. They try to 
reach the last stage of evolution (fly-chickenmonkey-human) so they can win. How to 
differenciate the levels? Each of the levels have a movement, and they have to walk 
doing that movement until they finish the game. Players spread around the room 
randomly. No talking is allowed. Everyone starts at the bottom of the evolutionary chain 
by being a fly. When the game starts, participants move randomly around the room, 
making the appropriate actions and sounds for their current level of evolution (see 
below). When players meet, they play rock, paper, scissors. The winner evolves to the 
next level. The one to lose should go back one level. Fly = run around quickly, keeping 
your elbows close to your body and wave your hands up and down and make a BZZZ 
noise. Chicken = walk around in a crouched position, making flapping wing shapes with 
your arms and a clucking noise. Monkey = walk bent forward, hang your arms down and 
swing them around while making a sound like a monkey. Human = walk tall and proud. 
Participants should be as loud and dramatic as possible. A prize could be offered for the 
best performer. 

10-20

THE KNOT

GOALS MATERIALS
body spatial awareness / ice breaker and break the wall 
of physical contact

The only thing needed is 
enough space for the people 
playing to be able to make 
a circle holding hands.

 
INSTRUCTIONS
The entire group makes a circle holding hands. One or two people (depending on the 
number of participants) are ask to go out of the room or a little away from the playing 
ground so they cannot see what are the other players doing. In the circle, the players 
start crossing, going over and under each other with the only requirement that hold 
hands at all times. When the knot is ready, the person out should come and start 
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unknotting the players as fast as possible. Only one leader is enough to guide the game. 
As a reminder, inform the players that they should not let hands go, but hold them 
through the whole game.

SAFETY NOTE 
OR RISK ASSESEMNET
People should be gentle when holding hands.

ACTION REPLAY

GOALS MATERIALS
active reviewing dummy microphone and 

dummy remote control (real 
or improvised)

 
INSTRUCTIONS
Action Replay is a classic example of Dynamic Debriefing as well as being a challenging 
team exercise in its own right. Action Replay involves re-enacting an activity as if a video 
of the activity is being replayed. Just as on TV, the action is played back to examine 
an incident more closely or to replay an event worth celebrating. In the age of TV and 
video, Action Replay is readily understood and needs little explanation.  Action Replay 
with a dummy microphone A dummy microphone adds extra purpose (and interest) to 
the replay. Any group member (actor or audience) can pick up the dummy microphone to 
interview someone involved in the action.

They can ask questions from any point of the learning cycle:
• to clarify what was happening
• to give people a chance to express their feelings (especially if unknown to others)
• to analyse the situation (Why were you doing that? How did that happen?)
• to look to the future (How could you build on what worked well? What could you 

take from this experience into the workplace?)

Action Replay with a dummy remote control  Introduce a dummy remote control 
before the replay starts. You (or participants) can preselect which moments to replay by 
requesting ‘Selected Highlights’ or you can just ask for the whole activity to be replayed.
While taking part in (or viewing) a replay anyone can ask for the remote to slow down 
the replay at a particular moment or to see it again.

Introduce people to useful buttons on the remote and warn that you may invent some 
new buttons that no-one has ever heard of before. Once you have demonstrated the 
possibilities of using the remote control, participants can take it in turns to direct the 

 5-30

action. The dummy remote can be fun to play with while also providing opportunities for 
some very focused and controlled debriefing.

VARIANTS
Action Replay is also readily adapted for rehearsing future scenarios. This is strictly 
‘preplay’ rather than ‘replay’ but why send people back to their seats as soon as you start 
discussing the future?

COMMENTS
by Roger Greenaway

BLIND SQUARE

GOALS MATERIALS
comunication / team building Before the exercise begins, 

tie a length of rope (about 
20m) into a circle. Also, 
provide blindfolds for 
everyone.

 
INSTRUCTIONS
To complete this activity, all the team has to do is to form the rope into the shape of 
a perfect square. You will have 15 minutes planning time, during which no one may 
touch the rope. At the end of this time, everyone will be blindfolded and the rope will 
be placed in your hands.  You will have 10 minutes to form the square. All the team 
members must be holding the rope. Once you think that the square is complete, lay the 
rope on the floor.

VARIANTS
Don’t tie the rope into a circle at the start.

SUGGESTION 
FOR DEBRIEFING
Ask questions to draw out responses that focus on any of these types of topics: 
Attention to detail / Collaboration / Communication / Creating a square / Evaluation / 
Planning / Problem solving

COMMENTS
This is an activity that I use in almost every teambuilding session I run--because it 
delivers results every time. I can take no credit for its invention since it has existed 
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from long before my time, in various forms and with a variety of names (such as Blind 
Polygon). The activity can be frontloaded to focus on particular issues by changing 
a few parameters or altering the instructions. However, I often use it as an activity for 
exploring overall team building issues to see how the participants get on.

MADZINGA

GOALS MATERIALS

energizer Not required
 
INSTRUCTIONS
The group stands in a circle. One person starts of by stretching his arms straight 
out into the centre of the circle, bending the knees a bit and shouting a sustained 
“Maaaaaaaahh....!” He continues the sound as the person next to him copies this, 
and the next person copies this etc.

Everyone keeps on shouting “Maaaaaaaahh...!’ until the circle is complete and back 
at the person who started. This person then raises his hands in the air and finishes the 
shout with an extra step.

Step 1:
The group stands in a circle.

Step 2:
One person starts of by stretching his arms straight out into the centre of the circle,, 
bending the knees a bit and shouting a sustained “Maaaaaaaahh....!” He continues the 
sound as the person next to him copies this, and the next person copies this etc.
Everyone keeps on shouting “Maaaaaaaahh...!’ until the circle is complete and back at 
the person who started. This person then raises his hands in the air and finishes the 
shout with an extra strong “aaDZINGA!”. This final sound and motion should be done 
simultaneously by the whole group, creating the feeling that the floor rumbles. Often 
groups cannot synchronize the ending in the first go around so it can be good to try it 
several times.

COMMENTS
This fast and loud energizer is highly effective for boosting a group’s energy in a very 
short amount of time. The group stands in the circle and a loud yell of the sound 
“Maaaah…” is sent around the circle. It gets louder and louder as it travels around the 
circle until it gets all the way around and ends with a thundering, collective “DZINGA!”

10-40
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MISSION IMPOSSIBLE

GOALS MATERIALS

teambuilding / getting to know each other / greating 
cooperative atmosphere

paper tape, markers, 
photocamera/phone, other 
depends on tasks.

 
INSTRUCTIONS
Share tasks on small piece of paper to each participant, one participants can get more 
than one task. Give a timeframe for completing mission (30 – 60 min) depends on the 
group and tasks.

Provide material regarding tasks. 

Instruction: participants should do tasks on paper, involving into doing tasks amount of 
people which stay in () – it’s mean they have to assign their tasks to other X participants.

Examples of tasks:  
• learn at least 5 names of other participants (5 people)
• make madzinga game, when you finished all tasks (find out how to do, if you 

don’t know) (everybody)
• make a name tag for everybody (everybody)
• have a group hug with at least 6 people every 3 min. (3 people)
• sing a song with at least 5 people (2 people)
• take a picture with someone outside your group (3 people)
• make a group photo (everybody)
• give handshake to 10 people (2 people)
• jump together with at least 5 people (2 people)
• learn one word from each language of participant’s countries (5 people)
• draw sketch portrait of some participant (5 people)
• make a name list with people, who have crampons and pools

10-50

ROUNDABOUT

GOALS MATERIALS

team building / energizer

gumizela (elastic lycra band, 
safe place for running [field of 
grass or conference room with 
a carpet]), first aid kid

6-24

INSTRUCTIONS
People stand within the stretched Gumizela. Each person supported by the tool 
Suddenly, one person changes position by running and letting themselves fall into the 
material. Then the next person starts. As soon as the group has developed a feeling of 
stability and rhythm the trainer can increase the pace and dynamics of the movements.

SAFETY NOTE 
OR RISK ASSESEMNET
Please make sure there are no obstacles in the way of your delegates (especially out of 
doors, trees, stones, roots etc.). If possible, participants should wear sturdy shoes. For 
safety reasons, we advise you not to wear clothes with slippery surfaces (rain coats etc.).

COMMENTS
The tool comes form Erlebnispädagogik.

MICROCOSMOS

GOALS MATERIALS

giving feedback / reflecting,

gumizela (Elastic lycra band, 
safe place for running [field of 
grass or conference room with 
a carpet])

INSTRUCTIONS
In a training session, moments of intense and emotion may be encountered. For this, you 
need a space that is safe and secure. Up to 28 people can stand or sit in Gumizela. Lean 
back, feel the team support and discuss your issues.

6-24

CATARPILLAR

GOALS MATERIALS

team building, energizer

gumizela (Elastic lycra band, 
safe place for running [field of 
grass or conference room with 
a carpet])

INSTRUCTIONS
The goup is standing in the Gumizela and moves forward like a wheel in a skid (snow-) chain.

6-8
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